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Return Service Requested

By Eliza Crescentini,
Executive Director
In the few short months that I have
been at the Children’s Study Home,
I have seen how we can impact and
empower the lives of others and how
that work changes our own lives in
unexpected and beautiful ways.

Terry Burdick

The Giving Tree

Foster care: A story of family, love and belonging
It’s funny what influences our actions. My father was respondsible
in many ways for my becoming a
foster parent. As a child, he was
a ward of the state, and told me
so many stories of horrific experiences and reckless behavior.
Throughout his life, he was always
searching for a sense of family. It
was that need I saw in him, not a
desire to “save” people, that drove
me to become a foster parent. Having raised three boys of my own,
a sense of family has always been
important to me. The thought of
becoming a foster parent appealed
to me for some time before it happened, because while my children
were young I worried about the
disruption it might cause in their
lives. Once my youngest son graduated from high school, I was able
to become a parent again – a foster
parent.
Like my father, the boys I have
shared my home with all had one
thing in common – they were
looking for relationships; for a

family. This was what I was most
happy to provide. We came together as a family, of which my biological children were also a part. Every
day my foster children would teach
me new things and sometimes
even change how I saw the world;
one would share how cool it was
that we had a street leading right to
our house (a driveway) while another would share his confusion at
the strange flag sticking out of our
mailbox.
One of my foster children, Chris,
had been removed from his mother early in life. I learned that his
mother was getting married, and
I offered to take him to her wedding. I sat in that church, surrounded by people with whom I
had no relations or connections,
simply watching the ceremony unfold, and I thought about how this
couldn’t be that different from how
children feel when they are placed
in care.
Another of my foster children, Ja

So much of our existence and our
view of the world are seen through
the veil of best intentions. All the
ideas and perspectives of our inner
lives that are so real and true to us,
can feel like action and effort. At any
given moment, we summon up our
intentions for the next hour, the next
day or the next year. All our minor
goals and ambitions accrue to something greater. In rituals of paying bills
or doing the dishes, getting our children to bed, we look to something
else, perhaps not even realizing it - a
vision of life as opportunity and what
we intend to do with it.

Join Lt. Governor Timothy Murray at The Children’s Study Home for a
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony to commemorate our newly installed playground!

Thursday, August 23, 2012 • 2:30 pm on our Main Campus 44 Sherman Street, Springfield, MA 01109
Please RSVP your attendance to Teresa Spaziani at 413-739-5626, ext. 287 or tspaziani@studyhome.org

That longer view of life and our role
in the world can become obscured
when our daily obligations of work
and family demand our immediate
attention. For many of us, it becomes
enough merely to harbor those larger ambitions, and we take comfort in
the fact that the decency and humanity of our best intentions are enough
for the world around us. But the littlest things matter and, if our inten

...continued on page 2
What do all of these
titles/illustrations have in
common? Visit our website
for the answer!

“Like” us on Facebook at
Facebook.com/TheChildrensStudyHome
and join the Ribbon Cutting event posted
on our page!
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“A Light in the Attic”

Falling Up

...continued from page 1

By Brandon
SHARP I Resident

fter receiving guidance from
SHARP 1, I now realize that
guns, gangs, and violence are
not the way to achieve a better life. I am currently in the
process of trying to change
the way I act in situations,
which in turn brought me to
the SHARP 1 program.

Lucia & Eliza Crescentini

I’m also currently trying to
work on school and community behavior. With the help
and the support of Ty Hart to
give me the power to achieve
my goals, I feel that in no time
I will be ready to leave SHARP
1 and move on with my life.

tions are sound, if we can manage to keep our sights on a larger
vision, then the most modest efforts at reaching out and taking
care of those around us achieve a greater meaning, inside and
outside the home.
I believe that even in the most modest actions of our lives, in
raising caring and compassionate families or being kind to
friends and neighbors, we exert influence and even positive
change in the wider community. Our passion for those closest
to us inspires constant and diligent action. Love becomes the
most active force of all. In my professional life, as in my personal
life, I have been fortunate to find myself surrounded by people
who are committed to extending their personal convictions and
dreams out into the world around them. It is when we find the
courage to project our most intimate selves into the community
that our intentions take on meaning and become real. It may not
be the ideal process we envisioned, as our intentions can start
bumping up against the intentions and actions of others. That’s
when we take a closer look at what was never really challenged
before, take responsibility for our aspirations, modify our approach and imagine wider options in collaboration with those
around us. We learn about ourselves, what we can contribute
and how to make that contribution effectively. We open up to
what others have to offer – their needs and their gifts. Without
acting on intentions, our dreams stagnate in the half light of a
world that could have been.
The Children’s Study Home is just that, for me and my colleagues
and for all who support the work being done here – it is a place
where we can live our best intentions. It’s a home for children
to feel protected and nurtured, a home for families to come together with a wider sense of community, and a home for dreams
to grow into reality. I am deeply honored to have found a home
here and look forward to challenges and triumphs we’ll share as
a family.

The Missing Piece

“The Missing Piece”
...continued from page 2

was aware of the various programs that
comprised The Children’s Study Home.
When the time to choose an internship
in a community agency, college department, or medical oﬃce came about, I was
moved to action in the strongest sense
of the word. I wanted to experience this
world through the hands and heart of one
of The Children’s Study Home’s Family
Support Workers. My three month stint in
the Family Reunification Support Program
was the best experience of my nursing career to date! I accompanied a family support worker on the weekly visits to a single parent dependent on DCF and other
community providers. I clearly recall the
barriers this single mom had to overcome
and knew, on more than one occasion, that
she could never have done this on her own.
For me, these experiences and my time
working with families at the Study Home
inspired me to continue on the path of
voluntarism and community service. 2012
marks my 20th year as a member of the
Board of Directors. I am now pursuing a
Master’s Degree in Nursing, and I feel well

equipped to face the challenges we face in
our homes, hospitals and communities.
In closing, the following quote by an unknown author sums up my perspective on
the actions taken by the single mom in the
Family Reunification Program,

“an individual cannot

know what he is till he
has made himself
real by action.”

For Meg’s full story, visit our website at

www.StudyHome.org

by Meg Beturne

“The Giving Tree”

Meg Beturne has been a beloved member of the Children’s
Study Home Board of Directors since 1992. We asked her to
share her story.

...continued from page 1

It was the summer of 1996. I was working full time in the Post
Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU), more commonly known as the Recovery Room at Baystate Medical Center. I was utilizing my skills
in a setting that demanded advanced knowledge and expertise. I
thoroughly enjoyed my work and felt satisfied professionally.
However, it was embracing the opportunity to be at The Children’s Study Home that enabled me to reach the summit and reap
the rewards of a long lasting professional and volunteer career.
As a relatively new member of the board of directors in 1996, I

CSH Staﬀ Picnic - July 2012
Board of Directors

Seth Crocker - president |Mark germain - Vice president | Mark o’Connell - treasurer
Jane Hetzel - Clerk | Juan Campbell - past president
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mal, I consider to be a true success story,
as so many parents do of their children.
He taught me that family is something that
happens in relationships, and biology is
not a necessary ingredient; he is my son,
and the level of trust and commitment is
incomparable to anything else. He will be
turning 28 soon, and he still comes to me
when he has problems; he still comes back
to see me just as my three biological sons
come back. He shares in our family’s traditions and he gives and receives the way we
all give and receive. Jamal isn’t looking to
be a role model, he simply wants what my
father wanted, what we all want – to be a
part of another person’s life.
I come from a small community, one that
knows and cares about one another. They
accept my foster children completely, as an
extension of my own family. I encourage
you to try and imagine the significance and
power of giving and receiving that sense of
family and belonging. Can there be any
better use of our lives?

